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GAYLA Covenant 
Rise with us, we are GAYLA. 

A circle of love, of men loving men. 

Together we make this circle sacred. 

Between us we make these promises; 

With you we make this covenant: 
 

I accept you without condition. 

I will be truthful. 

When you speak, I will listen so I may understand. 

I will care for you. Help me to care for myself. 

When I have something to say, I will say it. 

When I have tears or fears or laughter, I will share it. 

I will hold and shape our community’s vision. 

If I betray our covenant, help me. 

If I betray myself, accept me, 

and love me without condition. 
 

Living our conscience is our goal. 

Be with us, we are GAYLA. 

A sacred circle; a circle of love, of men loving men. 

Enough love to hold us all. 
 

With you we make this covenant. 

 

 

Flying Free 

There is a place I call my own, 

Where I can stand, by the sea, 

And look beyond the things I’ve known, 

And dream that I might be free. 

Like the bird above the trees, 

Gliding gently on the breeze. 

I wish that all my live I’d be, 

Without a care and flying free! 

But life is not a distant sky, 

Without a cloud, without rain. 

And I can never hope that I 

Can travel on without pain. 

Time goes swiftly on its way. 

All too soon we’ve lost today. 

I cannot wait for skies of blue, 

Or dream so long that life is through. 

 

So life’s a song that I must sing, 

A gift of love I must share. 

And when I see the joy it brings, 

My spirits soar through the air. 

Like the bird up in the sky, 

Life has taught me how to fly. 

For now I know what I can be, 

And now my heart is flying free. 
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Welcome to gayla 
 

Magic happens at GAYLA. We hope you discover magic within yourself, within 
this community of men loving men, and at our special place on the coast. 
Together, we create the light of GAYLA, and become beacons of hope for one 
another and the world around us. We’re glad you are here! 

 

Celebrating Stonewall  
Fifty years ago the Stonewall Uprising created waves of activism that rippled across the country. Nine years 
later, GALA – Gays and Lesbians Affirmed – was born out of Ferry Beach’s commitment to supporting gay men 
and lesbians. Forty-one years later we continue as GAYLA, a community of GBTQ men who love men.  
 

During our week together, we honor the spirit of Stonewall that moved us forward.  

Welcome Reception  
Greet new and old friends to music inspired by the jukebox at the Stonewall Inn. 

Check-In Circles 
Our small groups are named for the heroes and heroines of Stonewall, and the organizations that inspired and 
grew out of the rebellion. 

1969 Love-In Dance 
Groove to the top hits of 1969. 

Lavender Reels 
Evening movies selected from the best releases of 1969. 

Stories of Stonewall 
Tales of GAYLA brothers who were at Stonewall and became active after.  

My Personal Stonewall  
Explore what Stonewall means to you through discussion and art.  

 

Dayla: gayla for a day  
 

On Sunday afternoon we open GAYLA to newcomers and old friends. See Schedule for a complete list of 
activities. Here are highlights: 
1:30 Lawn Party in the Grove. Gather to greet guests, play games & slurp slushies  
2:00 Beacon of Hope/Embracing our Light: A Shamanic Ceremony - Please gather by Check-In Circles  
5:00 Social Hour / Open 12-Step Meeting 
5:30-7:00 Outdoor BBQ near DeWolfe Dining hall 
6:40 Outdoor Concert by ChoralFest 
7:00 Friendship Circle on the beach 
8:00 1969 Love-In Dance in the GAYLA Theatre  Wear your groovy threads! 
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Tracks & Workshops 
Sign Up Sunday 11:00 AM in the GAYLA Theatre 

 

 4-Morning Tracks Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 10 am – noon 

 Please attend all 4 mornings. . 
Personal Growth through Yoga  (Zeigler Room) 
Life continually presents us with feedback on our ways of being. Through awareness, we can see our patterns, 
our strengths and weaknesses, and the places where we may need to grow. Yoga, and Kripalu Yoga in 
particular, provides a framework for personal growth through the union of movement and breath; it is done in 
a state of observation of the self without judgment. This positions us to be ready to grow and, through yoga 
practice, tune into the larger wisdom of our beings.  

Each day we will explore a different theme through yoga as it relates to personal growth: “Self- Compassion,” 
“Grounded Embodiment,” “Experimentation,” and “Spaciousness.”  Each session builds into the next, so you 
are encouraged to attend them all to receive maximum benefit. All levels, including beginners. Please arrive 10 
minutes early to allow time to get situated.   

Michael Patrick is sharing workshops throughout the week. Find his bio under Special “Free Day” Workshop. 

 

 

How To Be An Opera Queen In 4 Easy Lessons (Gardiner Living Room) 
Ever wished you knew more about opera? This track provides a relaxed introduction to opera. Short video 
samples from a dozen works will give you a taste of the great variety of opera over its 400-year history. 
Discussion will also explore possible reasons for the well-known appeal of opera to gay men 
and take up some of the zanier aspects of this most serious of art forms. 

Joe Law has been attending GAYLA since 2012 and has presented workshop tracks at several 
earlier conferences. Until his retirement in 2014, he was a member of the administration at 
Wright State University (Dayton, OH) and Professor of English there. For the past 10 years, he 
has reviewed Cincinnati Opera performances for Opera News, and before that was Review 
Editor for The Opera Quarterly.  
 

 

Body, Breath, Being Alive!  (Cross Cottage Basement) 
When aspects of ourselves are blocked, our true selves are locked in, often creating anxiety, frustration, and a 
yearning for more in our lives. During these four sessions we will invite energetic connection with our own self 
and with others. We will use breath, movement, sound, visualization, dynamic meditation and conscious touch 
to awaken our senses and honor our bodies. Parts of us may be rekindled, heard, felt, seen 
and remembered. Please wear comfortable, loose-fitting clothes. As the week goes on, you 
will have the option of working clothed or unclothed. We will explore and honor physical 
and emotional boundaries. 

William McMeniman is a retreat facilitator, an erotic embodiment coach, a massage 
practitioner, spiritual counselor, a sacred intimate and a trance dance enthusiast. A deep 
appreciation of poetry and nature always afford him surprises.  
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How Your History Affects Who You Are Today  (Rose Pavilion in the Grove) 
We come into this world aware, feeling, sexual beings. From birth on we internalize perceptions about 
ourselves & life. These perceptions set the stage for how we think & function, often subconsciously. One way 
of becoming aware these perceptions is through group led interaction. The benefits of doing 
this are to become more self aware of your ability to care for yourself in a much more loving 
way. 

Richard Barrett During his many years as a GAYLA brother, Richard has conducted engaging 
and therapeutic workshops. Richard has over 30 years experience as a Psychiatric Nurse, 
with 15 specializing in alcohol and drug rehabilitation.  

 

 Come & Go Morning Tracks Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 10 am – noon 

 Attend 1, 2, 3 or all 4 mornings 
Shamanic Practices   (Rowland South)   

Shamanic Stone Divination   (Monday) 
Experience a stone gazing divination method used for problem-solving, inspired by the Lakota Sioux. Bring a 
rock between the size of a large orange and a grapefruit (the more crags and angles it has, the better).  We’ll 
create sacred space and then invoke the Spirit of the rock for information. 

Lower World Journey   (Tuesday)   
Learn the basic, Core Shamanism technique of the journey, a visionary method used to induce a natural, 
altered state of consciousness via drumming. When used with intention, this is a bridge to the Spirit realms. 
We’ll create sacred space and then journey to the Lower World to seek out Spirit allies and information. 

Jay Thomas  is a health coach, workshop leader, and eclectic shamanic practitioner. He uses 
ancient and modern techniques for problem-solving, self-discovery, personal growth, and 
healing. Jay facilitates workshops and retreats throughout New England, including Easton 
Mountain, Boston Living Soulfully and Camp Destiny for the Radical Faeries. At Easton 
Mountain, Jay leads An Introduction to Shamanism retreat each spring and the Annual GBTQ 
Men’s Shamanic Retreat each fall. 

 

 

Shake Your Soul (GAYLA Theatre in Rowland)  
SHAKE YOUR SOUL is fun, freeing, meditative, graceful and empowering. It is often referred to as the yoga of 
dance because it encourages dancing from the inside out. SHAKE YOUR SOUL relaxes the nervous system, 
energizes the body, and awakens the SOUL. Play, explore and move in new or familiar ways, 
alone or sometimes in creative communion with fellow dancers. All you need to bring is your 
body and a willingness to be moved, by music, by your fellow man and by your own heart. 

Ron McClelland studied with Dan Leven at Kripalu Yoga Center in Lenox Ma and is a certified 
SHAKE YOUR SOUL teacher. He also gives classes in Boston through the Brookline Community 
& Adult Education. Ron lives in Jamaica Plain with his husband Stephen. He loves men and 
movement so nothing could be better than to be back at GAYLA presenting this workshop!   
 

 

Writing from the Heart  (Screen House near Underwood) 
Writing can allow us to think, reflect, explore and discover and can offer a way to experience catharsis. This is 
true for all of us, regardless of our experience with or ability in writing. 
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As gay, bi, trans men, we all have had experiences that come from living in a homophobic/heterosexist world. 
While these experiences can initially be painful, they often evolve into experiences that can be joyous, 
liberating, creative and full of caring tenderness. Our experiences can live on and become stories that we can 
share to help and support others. 

Storytelling is one of the most ancient and universal ways of communicating values, beliefs and experiences, 
for current and future generations. In this track, we will explore our memories, emotions and experiences by 
writing our stories. By writing and sharing our stories, you will come away with an increased understanding of 
how to integrate your stories into your life and utilize them in beneficial ways for yourself and for others. For 
those who are interested, the week will culminate with an opportunity to share our writing with our GAYLA 
brothers. 

Michael Dubson is a professor of Writing and Literature at Bunker Hill Community College in Boston. He holds 
a Master's Degree in Composition Theory from UMass Boston and a Graduate Certificate in 
Publishing from Emerson College. Mike has published two books, been the editor of two 
Literary Magazines and has had many articles, essays, stories and poems published in various 
publications. In 2004, he wrote and produced a play that was performed at the Boston Center 
for the Arts. In June 2019, a play he wrote commemorating the 50th anniversary of the 
Stonewall Riots was produced by the Theater Offensive Company and performed at the 
Boston Center for the Arts. He is currently working on a novel in which thirteen holy gay men 
save the world from ruin.  

 

 Monday Afternoon Workshops 2:30 – 4:00 pm 

Trans Inclusion in Gay Spaces (Zeigler) 
Trans people often experience exclusion from gender binary spaces; bathrooms, locker rooms, sports teams, 
and even activist causes. Come create a conversation about how to make transmasculine folks 
who love other men feel more included in gay communities like GAYLA. Malcolm will facilitate 
the conversation and answer questions as needed to further support the journey. 

Malcolm Kroh is a Doctor of Biology, who worked in educational publishing for over 15 before 
entering the world of technical writing. He has given presentations on Trans 101 for several 
groups to educate others about the spectrum of gender expression and the challenges that 
face those who fall outside the cisgender binary.  

 

 

Stories of Stonewall -  Ron King and Phil Wise (Rowland South) 
Fifty years ago an event in New York City changed our lives. This workshop 
will provide a time to talk about where we all were in 1969 and how 
Stonewall affected our lives. As a community, what has changed and what still 
needs to be accomplished?  

Ron King was living in NYC in 1969 and witnessed the Stonewall riots. After 
Stonewall he participated in gay community organizing in NYC and Maine.  
Phil Wise was an early activist and community organizer in Dayton OH.  
 

 

Malas, Mantras & Molding the Mind (Art Tent)   
Use your hands, shape your mind, and change your life! Join us for this extraordinary workshop designed to 
spark your artistic creativity and introduce self-affirming mantra practice in a fun, tangible way. Mantra 
practice quiets the mind and cultivates inner peace through positive statements spoken repeatedly. It can also 
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help replace destructive, negative thought patterns with more generative, positive ones. Malas are decorative 
strings of beads that are used to track position when moving through mantra practice. As the mantra is 
spoken, the beads are cycled through. This frees the mind from having to count. The coordinating of speaking 
the mantra with the movement of the hand on the bead introduces an embodiment and focus to the practice. 
Attendees will string their own mala beads, explore mantra practice using their newly created mala beads, and 
learn how to create their own personal affirming mantras! 

Michael Patrick is sharing workshops throughout the week. Find his bio under Special “Free Day” Workshop. 

 

 Tuesday Afternoon Workshops 2:30 – 4:00 pm 

My Personal Stonewall (Art Tent)   
This discussion and art workshop is opportunity to talk about how Stonewall affected you 
when you first learned about it and what it has meant to you over the years. Small groups 
discussions to be followed by an art exercise to express the impacts that Stonewall has had 
on our community and American culture as well. 

 David Smith first came to GAYLA in 1985 and has served as coordinator.  He worked in the 
fields of HIV and Addiction for most of his career. David loves GAYLA which changed his 
life.  He is also a former Board Member of FBPA. 
 

 

The Ever-changing Landscape of Sexuality (Zeigler) 
Sexuality has always been fluid but no one understands that better than queer men. Since we began to emerge 
from the closets in the mid-twentieth century, our journey towards understanding our sexual selves has been 
quite an evolution. Queer men are jugglers balancing pleasure and risk, intimacy and safety, and desire and 
stigma. We are pioneers seeking alternative forms of loving and relating outside the heterosexual binary. We 
are innovators who've found new ways to meet up, get off, and reduce harm. In this workshop we'll take a dive 
into the new landscape of sexuality covering topics such as  PrEP and TaSP/u=u, HIV criminalization, sexual 
health, "dating" apps, intimacy, hook-ups, sex positivity, polyamory & open-relationships, trans & non-binary 
folks, sexual racism, exploring kink, and so much more fit into our ever changing landscape 
of sexuality. We'll even play a little acronym code Jeopardy. Come join us for this for a lively, 
raw and real talk!   

Ren Morrill does HIV prevention at the Frannie Peabody Center, an AIDS service non-profit 
located in Portland, Maine. Ren has a lifelong passion for safer sex, harm reduction and the 
magic of sexuality that began with reading Walt Whitman's "Leaves of Grass" in high school. 
Ren is a radical fairy, a leatherman, and a philosopher slut to the people. Ren welcomes any 
and all of your questions!  
 

 

Finding your Pathway of Personal Growth (Rowland South) 
When we give attention to our personal growth, it can drastically improve our lives and yield a true sense of 
satisfaction! When it comes to personal growth though, we often don't know where to start, let alone which 
path will get us there. Since each person's life journey is different, each must find his own way. Figuring it out 
ourselves can be overwhelming, but it doesn't have to be. This workshop explores finding your own Pathway of 
Personal Growth so that you can establish your direction with clarity, awareness and intention. It is a first step 
toward living a more peaceful, embodied and authentic life.  

It begins with a brief assessment 
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 that focuses on different aspects of life. It can help you identify those areas where you might be thriving or 
withering, blossoming or wilting, or just merely surviving. Using this information, you can see the larger picture 
of your life and focus personal growth efforts to cultivate a life that fully thrives and sustains thriving well into 
the future.  After the workshop, schedule a FREE individual consultation with Certified Professional Coach 
Michael Patrick to see your life’s snapshot and chart your course.  

Michael Patrick is sharing workshops throughout the week. Find his bio under Special “Free Day” Workshop. 

 

 Special “Free Day” Workshop Wednesday 1:00 – 3:30 pm 

Touch Practice is a partner practice that fosters profound intimacy through focus, presence, touch and deep 
empathy. It combines awareness and intention with touch. It results in personal growth and wholeness.  In the 
words of Touch Practice creator Kevin Smith, “it follows a prescribed form, like a ritual, with an introduction, a 
main section and a conclusion, yet each session is as unique as the individuals who co-create it. Touch Practice 
provides for a non-sexual engagement between men regardless of sexual orientation or relationship status. 
Boundaries can be as restrictive as necessary to provide a sense of safety for each partner. Regardless of the 
presence or degree of erotic energy between partners, Touch Practice as we define the phrase here never 
becomes sexual behavior.” Learn how to open yourself to another person’s presence, experience non-sexual 
intimacy, and then return to your own sense of self. 

Facilitated by Michael Patrick and Arnie Katz 
Michael Patrick  As a Licensed Massage Therapist, Kripalu Yoga Teacher, Certified 
Professional Coach, Scientist, and Gay Man, I bring all the gifts of who I am to my work. 
Driven by the desire to elevate others, my career initially spanned the biotech industry, 
interdisciplinary research and laboratory safety. Over the past decade, it evolved to wellness 
and now I work in my own company, Centered Presence, Ltd. As a presenter, my workshops 
are characterized by elements of touch, intimacy, authenticity, embodiment, grounding, 
presence, spiritual practice and cultivation of inner awareness, which result in personal 
growth and empowered movement forward.  www.centeredpresence.com/gayla 
 

Arnie Katz is a Boston-based massage therapist, bodyworker, workshop facilitator, and 
certified professional coach. He has been dedicated to serving the health and well-being of 
people through professional caring touch and enthusiastic wellness promotion for over 30 
years. Touch is a vital and primary language of communication for him, and facilitating love, 
healing and growth is his passion and calling.  Arnie thoroughly enjoys supporting men on 
their journeys into greater aliveness, passion, happiness, and embodiment, and has fun 
while doing so!   www.ghtherapies.com 
 

 Share & Tell Friday 2:30 – 3:15 pm 

Share & Tell is a time we create together. What came out of the week for you? Show something you created in 
a track or workshop, read a poem or short story, display a new piece of art, reveal an insight, perform a song 
or short skit. Share & Tell is only limited by your imagination. Large or small, we’re interested in what came out 
of your week at GAYLA. 

No need to sign up in advance, although if you know you’d like to offer something let Bradley know. 

Facilitated by Bradley Cohen  
 

Leadership at GAYLA Monday & Tuesday over lunch 

Join the Council of Elders to explore the role of leadership at GAYLA and their proposals to Town Meeting.   
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Self care, Fun & growth  
Massage 
Massage therapist William McMeniman will offer individual massage. A portion of proceeds will benefit 
GAYLA's Helping Hands Fund. Sliding scale $75-$90/ hour. See William to schedule.  
 

 Pathway of Personal Growth 
Your path is your own. Create it with clarity and intention! Schedule a free consultation session with Certified 
Professional Coach Michael Patrick to see your personalized report and chart your course.  Attend the Tuesday 
afternoon Finding Your Pathway of Personal Growth Workshop, or take the assessment online. You can also 
schedule a video conference after GAYLA. Learn more at www.centeredpresence.com/GAYLA.  
 

HIV Information and Free Testing Tue 4-6pm, Thu 3:30-6pm 

Ren Morrill of Portland’s Frannie Peabody Center will offer 1-on-1 confidential HIV information and testing. 
 

 Rainbow Gateway 
GAYLA Brother Martin Grealish has created a site-specific art installation celebrating our pride and diversity. 

Please add a tag with your personal expression of Hope.  
 

 Free Day Wednesday 
Wednesday is a day to make new friends, relax and maybe even get off campus.  
 

DAYTIME ACTIVITIES 
Plan an excursion and invite people to join you. Find someone doing something that inspires you and add to 
their fun. Ideas are unlimited – Old Orchard Beach, Portland, Ogunquit, a museum or water park, or just walk 
the beach and nap.  

For organized activities, sign up (or make a sign-up sheet) in the Theatre.  

Join the Special Free Day workshop, Finding Your Pathway of Personal Growth (1:00-3:30, description above).  

EVENING OPTIONS 
Karaoke with Malcolm in the GAYLA Theatre – bring your voice, bring your guts – Go for it! 

Group Board Games in Zeigler with Bradley – bring a game you love or join in.  

Dungeons, Dragons, and Drag Queens in Rowland South with Ren Morrill (Limited to 6 players. Sign up in the 
Theatre. Respectful and quiet spectators are welcome.) – Dungeons & Dragons was first published in 1977 and 
kicked off the table-top role-playing hobby that developed over the subsequent decades. Since its inception 
queers have been playing these games and secretly building fantasy worlds where knights fell in love with 
other knights, and kings married princes of their own choosing. These kingdoms were not all romance, 
however. Monsters, dragons, haunts, and evil wizards were always lurking in the shadows waiting to strike. 
Adventures were had. In this workshop you will be initiated into the secret world of gay role-playing games. 
The initiation will begin with a very, very brief history of queer gaming, an explanation of the rules, and then 
we will launch into a short adventure scenario wherein you will take on the role of a party of gay heroes who 
have to save the world from some eldritch horror from beyond the veil.  

Lavender Reels in Gardiner Living Room with Rick Lewellyn. 

  

http://www.centeredpresence.com/gayla
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Check in Circles 
 

Saturday 8:00 pm during Opening Ceremony 
Sunday 2:15 pm during the Shamanic Ceremony 
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Friday 1-2 pm 
 
Check-in Circles are small groups that help us create relationships and find meaning in our week. They are a great 
way to connect and build friendships. Like all other activities at GAYLA, Check In Circles are optional, but we 
encourage you to attend at least one day before deciding.  
 

Check In Circle Meeting Location Leader 

The Jolly 12 ............................... Quillen Porch, Ocean side ............. David Durkit 
Marsha P. Johnson .................... Gardiner Porch .............................. Phil Wise 
Silvia Rivera ............................... Gardiner Living Room ................... Joe Law 
Gay Liberation Front ................. Creative Cabin Tent ...................... Ron Lefebvre 
Gay Activists Alliance ................ Zeigler ........................................... Chris DiGiorgio 
Mattachine Society ................... Rowland Porch .............................. David Aurelio 
Oscar Wilde Bookshop .............. Rowland South .............................. Joel Light 
Bayard Rustin ............................ Cross Basement ............................ Tom Konkoly 
Harry Hay .................................. Kelly 1st floor ................................. Ron Willett 
Frank Kameny ........................... Rose Pavilion ................................. Ron King 
Randy Wicker ............................ Underwood Porch ......................... TBA 

 

Gayla 41 Check-in Circles honor activists and organizations that spoke up for us before and during the 
Stonewall Riots in 1969.  
 

The Jolly 12 
The Jolly 12 was an informal social club of black gay men in the early 1960s. They met in a house on Wabash 
Avenue in Atlanta each Sunday, and walked to a club each dressed in white shirt and blue pants lined up by 
height. Residents would banter with them from porches and windows. A younger member, Freddie Styles, 
later reflected that he learned from the other men’s “quick defensive wit.” In an oral history interview with the 
Atlanta History Center, he said the beautiful home they gathered in “…said to me was that gay people don't 
have to live diminished, second-class lives." The Jolly 12’s story demonstrates how gay men lived authentic 
lives even before Stonewall, supporting one another and shaping attitudes of those around them. Their story 
shows how the personal is political.  
 

Marsha P. Johnson 
Marsha P. Johnson was a gay liberation activist and self-identified drag queen.  Johnson was a founding 
member of the Gay Liberation Front and co-founded the gay and transvestite advocacy organization S.T.A.R. 
(Street Transvestite Action Revolutionaries) which later founded the STAR House, a shelter for gay and trans 
street kids. Popular figure in New York’s gay and art scenes, Johnson modeled for Andy Warhol and performed 
with the drag troupe, Hot Peaches. Known for decades as a welcoming presence in the streets of Greenwich 
Village, Johnson was called "mayor of Christopher Street." Later Johnson was an AIDS activist with ACT UP.  
 

Silvia Rivera 
Silvia Rivera was a Latina American gay liberation and transgender rights activist. A founding member of 
the Gay Liberation Front in 1969, Rivera worked for the rights of people of color and low-income LGBT people. 
Resisting moves toward gay assimilation into mainstream society, and as someone who suffered from 
systematic poverty and racism, Rivera sought to amplify the voices of the most vulnerable members of the gay 
community: drag queens, homeless youth, gay inmates in prison and jail, and transgender people.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Street_Transvestite_Action_Revolutionaries
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gay_liberation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transgender_activism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gay_Liberation_Front
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LGBT_people_in_prison
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Gay Liberation Front 
The Gay Liberation Front (GLF) was a coalition of gay liberation groups formed in New York in 1969 
immediately after the Stonewall rebellion. The GLF advocated for sexual liberation for all people and sought to 
transform the idea of the nuclear family. GLF also included opposition to militarism, racism, and sexism. GLF 
members organized the first gay rights march in New York shortly after Stonewall. GLF dissolved in 1973.  
 

Gay Activists Alliance 
The Gay Activists Alliance (GAA) was founded in New York six months after Stonewall by dissident members of 
the Gay Liberation Front to focus solely on gay and lesbian rights, declaring themselves politically neutral with 
desires to work within the political system. GAA formed sub-committees for focus on political projects, police 
power, fair municipal employment law, fair tax, municipal government, state government, legal issues, news, 
leaflets and graphics, fundraising, social affairs, orientations, and agitprop. GAA co-organized Christopher 
Street Liberation Day events and New York’s first gay pride parade on June 28, 1970 celebrating the 
anniversary of the Stonewall rebellion. 
 

Mattachine Society 
The Mattachine Society, founded in 1950, was one of the earliest LGBT rights organizations in the U.S. Labor 
activist Harry Hay formed the group with a collection of male friends in Los Angeles to protect and improve the 
rights of gay men. Branches formed in other cities and by 1961 the Society had splintered into regional groups. 
Mattachine organized protests at the U.N. and the White House in 1965 to protest prison work camps for 
homosexuals in Cuba. Mattachine Midwest has been inducted into the Chicago LGBT Hall of Fame.  
 

Oscar Wilde Bookshop 
The Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop, founded November 24, 1967, was the first bookstore devoted to gay and 
lesbian authors. Its founder, Craig Rodwell, was an active member of the Mattachine Society and the bookshop 
was the site of planning and organizing for New York’s first gay pride. Frequent visitors to the bookshop 
included Harvey Milk, with whom Rodwell had an affair in 1962.  
 

Bayard Rustin 
Bayard Rustin was an African American gay man who was a prominent figure in social movements for civil 
rights, socialism, nonviolence, and gay rights. After the civil rights legislation of 1964–65, Rustin became the 
head of the AFL–CIO's A Philip Randolph Institute, promoting the integration of formerly all-white unions and 
the unionization of African Americans. Due to criticism over his sexuality, he usually acted as an influential 
behind-the-scenes adviser to civil-rights leaders. He was an advisor to Martin Luther King, 1960-68, during 
which time he was out to Dr. King. He was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom posthumously by 
President Obama.  
 

Harry Hay 
Harry Hay was a gay rights activist and labor advocate who founded the Mattachine Society in 1950. He held a 
belief in the cultural minority status of homosexuals which led him to take a stand against the move toward 
assimilation advocated by other gay rights campaigners. He was a co-founder of the Los Angeles chapter of the 
Gay Liberation Front in 1969. Hay has been described as "the Founder of the Modern Gay Movement" and "the 
father of gay liberation." He co-founded the Radical Faeries.  
 

Frank Kameny 
Frank Kameny was among the most significant figures in the struggles for gay rights. After he was fired from his 
civilian job with the U.S. Army in 1957 due to his homosexuality, he appealed his firing and became the first 
known gay civil rights claim pursued in a U.S. court. He co-founded the Washington, D.C. chapter of 
Mattachine in 1961 and in 1965 organized the first group to picket the White House on gay rights issues.  In 
1963, he launched a campaign to overturn D.C. sodomy laws, personally drafting a bill that finally passed in 
1993. He also worked to remove the classification of homosexuality as a mental disorder from the American 
Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Psychiatric_Association
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Psychiatric_Association
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Randy Wicker 
Randy Wicker was an author, activist, blogger and eyewitness to the Stonewall rebellion on June 28, 1969. He 
joined the New York chapter of Mattachine in 1958 and founded the Homosexual League of New York in 1962. 
He was the first openly gay person to appear on East Coast television (1964) and is credited with organizing the 
first known gay rights demonstration in New York in 1964 when he and others picketed the Whitehall Street 
Induction Center in New York City after the confidentiality of gay men's draft records was violated. 
 

Stephen Donaldson 
Stephen Donaldson (born Robert Anthony Martin, Jr., aka Donny the Punk) was a bisexual activist and founder 
of the first gay student organization, the Student Homophile League at Columbia University. He was the first 
person to fight a discharge from the U.S. military for homosexuality. He was active in prison reform and wrote 
about punk rock and subculture. In 1966 he met Frank Kameny, who greatly shaped his ideology and activism.  

 

What’s What & Who’s Who?  
GAYLA is created by the men who attend. Please consider offering your skill, passion and energy this week and 
throughout the year.  

Town Meeting  GAYLA’s official business is conducted at our annual Town Meeting, held on Friday at 3:30 pm. All 
are welcome to participate. Have an agenda item? Submit it to any Coordinator by lunchtime Friday.  

Coordinator Elections  Our Coordinators are elected at Town Meeting. A brief description of the Coordinator role 
is on the next page.  

If you are interested in nominating yourself or someone else, speak with a Coordinator and bring your nomination 
to Town Meeting. If you are nominating someone else, be sure to speak with them before Town Meeting.  

Nominees are encouraged to make a short speech during the Talent No Talent Show on Thursday night. If you 
would like this opportunity to share your vision, skills and commitment with your brothers, talk with TNT host 
Tedly Kerecz by noon on Thursday. This is a return to an old tradition. 

Council of Elders  Affectionately known as the Ferry God Mothers, the Council of Elders offers wisdom of 
experience and love of GAYLA in support of the GAYLA Coordinators and our larger brotherhood. The Elders tend 
to the long-term growth and vision of GAYLA, freeing the Coordinators to focus on organizing our amazing 
conference. The Council has 5 members who are appointed by the elected Coordinators.  

Treasurer  Our Treasurer is appointed by our elected Coordinators to a 3-year term. The Treasurer oversees the 
responsible administration of Helping Hands and our Activity Fee budget.  

Frivs  Short for “Frivolity Committee,” our Frivs perform service that is hardly frivolous. They are the logistical 
magicians behind our week. Please ask them how you can help, and be sure to thank them.  

Elders to Bring Forward Two Motions 
The God Mothers plan to propose two new ideas at Town Meeting. Join them for lunch on Monday or Tuesday to 
explore the role of leadership at GAYLA, or talk with them at any time to learn more. 

3-year Terms for Coordinators  The Elders plan to propose a motion to change the current terms for elected 
coordinators from 2 years to 3 years. This change is intended to offer more support for coordinators, to develop 
leadership and to increase continuity. It will allow coordinators more time to develop skills. You can review the 
full proposal at www.ferrybeach.org/GAYLAnews 

New Secretary/Techno Queen Role  The Elders will also propose a new role to help with new technologies, 
producing newsletters, maintaining data and keeping our records from year to year.  

Many Hands Make Joyful Work  The Coordinators, Elders, Treasurer and Frivs are joined by countless volunteers 
throughout the year and during the week. Thanks to everyone who gives so passionately 
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Being a GAYLA Coordinator – What’s It Mean? 
 
Becoming a GAYLA Coordinator is a precious opportunity and a big commitment. Coordinators are 
responsible to the men of GAYLA and to Ferry Beach. They make our week delightful, meaningful and 
well organized. Our Coordinators set the tone, inspire us to explore, recruit and organize volunteers, 
and hold a vision for our week.  
 

We give our Coordinators freedom to invent and reinvent GAYLA’s traditions, schedule and activities, 
while remaining true to the GAYLA spirit. Our conference grew out of the creativity of many men over 
many years, and has been structured in various ways. Creativity keeps us fresh, relevant and loving.  
 

Coordinators do not do everything – all of us share the responsibility to support them, step up as 
volunteers, and help make GAYLA magical for every man who attends.  
 

We hope these guidelines help you think about who might be successful as a Coordinator, and 
whether you are interested in running for election. GAYLA has a total of 3 Coordinators, each 
(currently) serving a 2-year term. Coordinators are elected at Town Meeting. Although there are no 
rules, it is generally suggested that candidates have attended 3 or more GAYLAs, so they have the 
chance to experience GAYLA for themselves, learn our culture, and form a community of 
relationships to draw on. Many groups of Coordinators find it is helpful to set monthly phone or video 
meetings, and to meet in person at the Reunion and one or two other times during the year. 
 

Here are just some of the things Coordinators accomplish as a team. 

• Shape the “feel” of the week; 
incorporate Emotional, Spiritual, Social, 
Physical and Sexual aspects; teach, 
model and support our loving community 

• Communicate regularly with Ferry Beach; 
meet timelines for marketing info, 
schedule, requests for equipment, space, 
setup, supplies, etc.  

• Recruit the Ferry Beach Minister of the 
Week; select and guide Frivs, Check-In-
Circle leaders, Big Brothers, Newcomer 
Orientation leaders, track and workshop 
leaders, and organizers of ceremonies, 
evening activities, etc.  

• Promote GAYLA; reach out to potential 
newcomers; keep GAYLA brothers 
updated 

• Organize registration and welcoming 
activities 

• Plan the week’s schedule, including 
tracks, ceremonies, evening activities, 
themes, etc.; coordinate with 
conferences that share the campus; run 
Town Meeting 

• Ask for input – collect brilliant ideas; 
conduct post-GAYLA evaluation; keep 
GAYLA brothers updated and involved 

• Ask for help – from Ferry Beach, the 
Council of Elders, the GAYLA Treasurer, 
former Coordinators, and the community 
of men who love GAYLA 

• Have fun 

 

If you are considering offering your name for election, seek out current and former 
Coordinators, Elders and others who can share their experience and reflections. Think about 
what it would mean to step into this role of leadership, what support you’d want to ask of 
others, and what is your vision for GAYLA. 
 

When choosing who to vote for, think about the qualities you hope to see in our leadership, 
and how you can support those we elect. 

February, 2017
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Stay in Touch...  

 
... this week and throughout the year! 

 

Your Photos in DeWolfe   Send prize-winning photos to photos@ferrybeach.org 

Help Create Our Closing Slide Show   Post pictures on Facebook or send gayla.at.ferry.beach@gmail.com  

“Gayla At Ferry Beach” on Facebook   Tag “Gayla At Ferry Beach” on photos and posts. Post pictures to the 
“GAYLA 41” shared Album. Our tradition is let brothers tag themselves, or ask before tagging.  

Yahoo Group   An alternative to Facebook for past and current GAYLA Brothers. Send and receive 
messages, and check out the treasure trove of old photos! To join, send an email with your name to: 
gayla_brothers-subscribe@yahoogroups.com 

Newsletters   Receive occasional email newsletters through the year. You’ll be automatically signed up.  

GAYLA 41.1, 41.2, 41.3…  Reunions, Potlucks and More   Help plan the GAYLA Winter Reunion or host a 
local mini-reunion. The 6th Annual Fall Harvest Potluck will be September 14, 2019 in Lowell MA.  The 
GAYLA Spring Gathering will be in Dunbarton NH, date TBD. 

GO-GAYLA  Greater Ohio GAYLA creates connections with GAYLA brothers & friends in Ohio and 
surrounding states. Upcoming events include Akron Pride on August 24 and dinner/meeting September 24. 
To join the email or Facebook group, contact Bob Walker. 

 

#GAYLA  #DAYLA  #GaylaAtFerryBeach  #GayMensRetreat  #GayCamp  #GoodGayFun 
 


